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Mendel Club Hears 'Winter Wonderland' Theme Junior Mardi Gras Student Activities To Be
Talk On 'Dwigmys' Rules Tonight At Informal Forthcoming Dance Discussed At Conference
Here

And

comes the Mardi Gras!
Tonight Seattle College eds and tie's leading stations, from 10 to here
comes a dance that spells fun
in
co-eds will dance a Winter Won- 10:30 during which Chairman and gaity for all. Having as its
derland to the music of Dale Fitz- Louis Sauvain will interview three theme the brilliant Mardi Gras of
simmons and his orchestra. All couples
over the air. Everyone the old South, the forthcoming
S. C.
of which means that tonight in the
will have an opportunity to be one Junior dance on February 2, promnew,
original and unique
of the lucky couples. Upon enter- ises to be
The Northwest Association of
ing the ballroom each couple will in every manner.
Catholic Colleges will meet at SeNovelties Presented
draw a slip out of a box, and those
attle College on Saturday, FebThe spotlight will be turned on
drawing the slips numbered 1, 2,
weekly 15-minute pro- ruary 8. Delegates representing the
The
third
Casey
Hall
for
the
occasion
and
experienced in the First Aid field
the
air.
3, will make theirdebut on
gram, written, produced, directed, colleges will meet to discuss the
in Alaska. Mr. Ross then gave a
Due to the fact that the ball- here you'll find gay and frivilous
acted by Seattle College stu- problems of student body leadervery intelligent discussion on the
room will be so beautifully deco- decorations befitting the themeand and
dents, will be on the air this af- ship and student activities.
spirit
festivity.
Chairman,
the
of
Al
topic of "Dwigmys and their acsuperb
rated and the orchestra so
Program Divided
Plachta announces that there will ternoon over Station KOL from
tions."
you may forget where you are
to 3:45Following this choice piece o f
we suggest that the boys fill out be a number of real surprises in- 3:30
The meeting which willl 1a s
oratory the group was privileged
their programs before arriving at cluding several novelties that "Seattle College Presents" is one through the whole day has bee
to witness the initial initation inLOU SAUVAIN
the dance, thus assuring an eve- should meet with the approval of of the few college programs pre- divided into two sessions, a morn
all.
vesture of the new membersof the
sented on the West Coast and is ing and an afternoon session. ]
of smooth sailing.
ning
pre-medico honorary, the Phi Sig- Crescent Ballroom located on 6th
Upon demand of the students, under the direction of Bob Irvine. the morning session there will b
Chairmen Give Thanks
Avenue,
Pine,
between Pike and
ma Chi.
Ann McKinnon, when asked what Sid Woody's Band has once again This week Bob and the faculty two divisions, one for the presiden
The meeting was then adjourned Seattle College will hold its Win- she thought of the dance, said "It been engaged for the evening of advisors and student directors have and one for the editors. The pres
ter Informal.
and refreshments were served.
is going to be perfect," and Louis dancing. Woody's music was pre- decided upon a program depicting idents from the various college
Good Time Assured
exclaimed, "Words fail me viously enjoyed at both the Junior the inner workings of the "Spec- will talk on the general topic
Chairman Louis Sauvain and Sauvain
Misletoe Dance and the recent tator" the college paper. A few "Constitutions, Form of Studen
going to be wonderful
but
it's
Ann McKinnon with their commitGavel Club Mixer.
musical selections have also been Government, Problems arising i
everything
possible
tee have done
general committee is com- planned.
The
student government."
|to put on a dance that is definitely
posed of the Junior Class as a
Student Artists Needed
At this meeting each presiden
novel and exciting and glamorous
whole, with Al Plachta acting as
The directors wish to make it will give a half-hour talk on th
and romantic. Never before has
Chairman, and Virginia Gemmill clear that the program will go on form of student government in us
Seattle College attempted to put
and Betty Germer as co-chairmen. each week and a great many stu- at his or her respective college
on such a big event. The Crescent
Admission price will be the usual dents are needed to keep produc- This talk will include an outline o
Ballroom (the old Club Victor) is
25c.
tion at high speed. Program Di- the constitution and each presiden
the newest, largest and finest
Junior Prom To Benefit
rector Irvine stated that the turn- will bring a copy with him. Im
dance pavillion in the city. The
Purpose of this dance is to make out has been satisfactory to a cer- mediately following the talks by
orchestra is nationally known, hava contribution to the fund for tain extent, but he feels, "Since the editors, there will be a rount
ANNE McKINNON
A fervent prayer of gratitude ing played in some of the best
giving the biggest and best Junior this 'is a production of the stu- table discussion wherein the prob
is the least we can give Senator hotels and clubs in the country. the best dance ever sponsored by
Senior Prom ever sponsored.
dent body, for the student body, lems and difficulties of each pres
Borah for the life of service he Its leaderDale Fitzsimmons played Seattle College."
has rendered the American Repub- several years with Eddie Duchin's The chairmenwish to thank their "Each Junior," says Plachta, Ithink that everyone who is in- ident's administration will be men
"should consider it his personal ob- terested should turn out. We need
lic. Born in the year the Civil band.
committeesfor their splendid work. ligation to insure the success of help in writing scripts and any tioned and discussed.
War ended,Borah has watched an^
Editors To Speak
Half-Hour Broadcast
The committee heads are as folaided this country in its rise from An outstanding feature of the lows: Decorations, Betty Bergivin; this dance inasmuch as he is spon- other help would be appreciated."
Also
included in the mornin,
soring
it. It is likewise a student
a state to a nation. Thirty-three evening will be the half-hour ticket sales, Ad Smith; transportasession will be a discussion by th
body activity as the funds raised
years he has been in the Senate.
broadcast over KOL, one of Seat- tion, William Miller.
editors of the school paper. Th
will be returned to the students
He was proud to be an American
editors in their speeches will dis
through the Prom. Remember, for
and we are proud that he was one
a good Junior Prom, we must have
cuss the problems of organizing a
of us..
* * »
staff and of composing and pre
a successful "Mardi Gras."
senting a school paper.
Oh say, have you heard? The
The editor from Mt. Angel Col
chairmen assure us that the Winter
lege
will discuss the organizatioi
Wonderland Informal won't be as
and work of his newspaper stafi
cold a» the theme suggests.
Delegates for the NorthwestRe- Gonzaga's editor will talk on ed
;"Oh nappy days!" cYj' a coupte
gional
Conference were chosen by itorials and how they should b
Collegians
they
of hundred S.C.
as
The music department of Seattle "Jam Session" will be the theme
the InternationalRelations Club at written.He will also speak on type
tear off mittens, ear muffs, overa special meeting yesterday. This of columns' in a newspaper am
shoes, raincoats and red flannels— College will offer the "Illustrated of the next Sorrento Fireside
conference, an annual affair spon- their value. Sports and feature
Study
Operas,"
Saturday,
of
the
Great
on
which
will
be
held
Febus
worried
there
for
"You had
sored by the Carnegie Institute for will be discussed by the editor from
awhile!"
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 a. ruary 3.
Peace, will be held on the Campus the University of Portland. Othe
So hope onto your toboggan and m. in the spring quarter.
The theme "Jam Session" means
of the University of Oregon at editors will further develop th
slide to the Crescent Ballroom toThis
course
will
include
a
familmore
than just a swing dance. It "Basketball abandoned this year Eugene, Oregon, on Friday and questions and problems alreach
night. Dale Fitzsimmon's orchestra will melt you so ignore the iar, intimate inquiry into the story, means that everyone is to come at the College" was the headline Saturday, February 23rd and 24th. mentioned in their speeches.
constructon, setting and history of dressed as their favorite song. on the sports page of The SpecTopics Chosen
icicles and get* hot!
Delegates Listed
* *
the operas beginning with "Aida,"
tator which greeted old and new
The delegates from Seattle Colboys.
This
includes
the
complete
A
list of the delegates
students
to School at the be- lege chose the topic
A System
Steps are now being pushed to and "Orpheus" and "Erudice."
Co-chairmen Peggy Lang and ginning back
are as follows:
Their
characteristic
features
will
of the fall quarter. The of Future World Security to disloan money to Finland. We are
Gonzaga President, Ed HamaHelen Jorden announce that the decision of the board of regents
all for Finland in its battle against be thoroughly studied from comshen; editor, Don Dirstine.
extracts
plete
recordings.
girls
living
Also
at
St.
Theresa's
have
upon
again
had been founded
the lack of
the Reds. But if we once
Mt. Angel College Pres. Josinterest shown in the team by the
start to play the role of money- from the various Wagnerian operas been invited to attend.
eph Thorias; editor, Iro A. Bauman.
Dancing will be from 9:00 til students themselves. What! No
lender as we did in the World War will be studied.
Holy Names College President,
well, you know where it got us Illustrated study of the great 11:30 in the lobby of the hotel. support from the students? That's
Phillips; delegate, Virginia
Anne
swing
good
operas
is
a
continuation
of
the
Hot
numbers
from
a
right.
last time.
King.
music appreciation course offered orchestra (nickelodian specials), But you don't miss your right
University of Portland PresThose who take part in the this quarter, and will be taught by and refreshments will be served. arm until it has been cut off. Many
ident,
John A. Shaw; Supervisor
to
expected
biggest
Walter
Aklin.
Mr.
Aklin
is
a
This
is
be
the
weekly radio programs really dewere the grumblings at no major
of Publication, Russell Harp.
serve a lot of credit
Trite ex- graduate of the Conservatory of and best fireside the Sorrento inter-collegiate sport. Much was
Marylhurst President, Helen
pression or not, they're doing a Zurich in Switzerland. After his Girls have held.
said. More, luckily, was done. A
O'Meara;
editor, Helen Lightner.
graduation
conservatory
at
the
he
Three-thirty
today
is
swell job!
small group of students aroused
Seattle College President, Ad
the time to tune in to "Seattle was the assistant directorof operas
the dying spirit and asked the
Dr. Bernard Biermann
Smith; editor, Gregor MacGregor;
Listen in in his native city.
rector if another chance would be
College on the Air"
handicapped
socially
"A
man
is
given us for a ball team. Only cuss at the Conference. Other top- Editor of Aegis, Bill Kelly.
K.O.L.
* *
St. Martin's President, Ray
♥
if he knows nothing about opera,
after much persuasion did the rec- ics which were considered were
Darcy.
America is a hodge-podge of the radio has brought it down to
tor finally give his consent, under American Foreign Policy
IsolaOpen Forum Meeting
people. When the general con- the average man, and it does' not
the condition that a fine team tion, Neutrality, Cooperation
census turns against some foreign mean much to him when he has
would be built and that students Peace in the Western Hemisphere The afternoon session will consist of only one meeting which will
nation, as it has against Germany had no background," said Father
would support it.
Far East and World War
Pi Sigma Chi, pre-medic hon- Basketball is back again. Will Will Democracy Survive?
be an open forum. This forum will '
today, the immigrants from that Reidy, S. J., head of the music decountry in the U. S. are more or partment when asked about the orary, announced here to day that it stay? That's up to Seattle ColSaid Doctor Bernard Biermann, be attended by both the presidents
five Collegians have been accepted lege. Do you want a team? That moderator of the International Re- and editors who will take part in
less condemned. That is the most course.
as worthy of membership in the is again up to every student en- lations Club, "We are sending a the joint conference. The topic of
stupid thing that could be done.
organization. Those who are being rolled here. So far this season,
The Germans who came to this
delegation because we feel the joint session will be "Student
the
awarded the honor of membership ball club has played some fast op- smallquality, not quantity,
Activity" and the delegates will
country have no love for their forthat
will inare Ray Mongain, Bill Kelly, Dick ponents, mainly from the city sure the success of the conference. talk on the major extra curricular
mer land, or else they wouldn't be
Ross, Bill Young, and Tom Smeal. league. They have
here. They make better Amerishown theirbest All those who were chosen have a activitiesof their institutions.
Requirements for membership in- against
In the evening there will be a
cans than do those who attack
some of the classiest com- genuine interest in the club and
banquet for the out-of-town guests
them.
clude four quarters of College mercial outfits in the city. We its aims."
*
♥
♥
work, the last three benig in resi- have
a good ball club. But have Delegates were chosen and will Following the banquet the guests
If you haven't heard much about
dence at Seattle College, and the we student cooperation? No. Are be accompanied by Doctor Bier- will dance at the annual cruise o
the Mardi Gras, allow us to be one
maintenance of a 3 point average. we going to do something about
the Chancellor Club to be held at
mann.
the Spanish Ballroom in the Olym"The appearance of queer look- it? We are.
of the many to give a sneak pre- Mr. Lou Herron owner and
pic Hotel.
view before the Junior class really operator of Lou Herron and Co., ing individuals in the halls will Tomorrow evening, Saturday, at
Full Schedule
tears into the goal of getting you Cleaners,, signed a contract with give ample testimony that their Garrigan Gym, the College meets
keyed up to a point of frenzied en- our 1940 Aegis on Jan. 22 for one- initiation will be one long to be its first collegiate opponent of the
The schedule is us follows:
thusiasm. Dancing February 2 eighth of a page of advertising- remembered," said Bill Berrard, year St.Martin's from Lacey. The
9:45 Registration in president.-,
will start off the show and a skat- Mr. Herron has advertised with President of the honorary.
office.
always
great
latter
has
had
a
ing party and carnival will edge us repeatedly and this year is
10:15— First Conference.
always been the worst
has
team,
thefr way into the program betwixt number one. He has a reason.His
Section A: Student bod>
Many a
rival of the College.
and between the fifth and sixth of establishment features Dowclean,
presidents.
For its winter production the
scrap has taken place between
next month.
Topic: Constitutions- Porn
a newer, safer, more efficient
Drama Guild will present that
these
two
clubs.
But
almost
ball
we
of student government am
Ah! The plot
cleaning method. We are proud
* quickens!
*
missed the game this year. The popular Broadway hit "You can't
of Herron's Cleaners as we shall
student problems.
With
You"
under
the
didate originally agreed upon was Take It
Too bad that worldleaders can't be proud of our yearbook. Let's
Section H: Kditors.
thought the rection of Miss Catherine McDoncancelled
when
was
it
race the enmity between nations patronize our advertizers. Let's
General Topic: Difficulties
Bob Irvine, president of the College wouldn't support a ball nell.
back to the sixteenth century the show them that we give fair meas- Drama Guild, announced a meeting club. Let's all go out to the game
in editing a college paper
The cast has not yet been chosyears of rebellion against Rome. ure in return for their generous of the College drama association
night and show the pow- en, and tryouts for parts will be 12:."{()— Recess.
tomorrow
What is needed is a Central Arbi- aid.
to be held Monday at the K. C. ers that be what interest we have held Monday, January 29, at two 1:00 Lunch.
tration Board in the Vatican with Father Beezer, S. J., manager of Hall.
2:30 Joint conference of editors
in intercollegiate basketball con- o'clock in the K.C. All who are
any
agauthority to trample on
our own S. C. bookstore promised President Irvine said, "We are tests. It's about time that the interested in taking part in this
and presidents.
gressor nation, as was done in the assistance on that same eventful going to have a one-act play after
Topic: Student activity
production
should
at
this
report
a
red
blood
College
got
little
in its
enlightened Middle Ages.
day. The size and matter of this the business meeting, dancing and and told everyone that we have a time. The cast will consist of 17
The presidents and editors
Maybe some of those Protestant ad have yet to be discussed with refreshments. Ithink that the stuare asked to prepare a displayers, ten boys and seven girls.
among
the
best
ball
club
that's
ministers could arrange to blow the advertising staff.
cussion of the major activshould show more support and that we aren't going to let it
The story "You Can't Take It
dents
up the ship on which Marvin Tayities of their institutions.
to the Drama Guild. The meetings down for lack of support. We With You" was also made into a
lor ia sailing for Rome. It would
the past weeks have been very
motion picture that won world 6:oo— Rec
be a peaceful way of disposing of Remember lunch is served every poor. Iwant to take this oppor- want to see every studentthere to- wide acclaim as one of the best 8:00 Banquet followed by dancnight
pack
gym.
morrow
and
that
the President's personal legate day
ing in the Spanish Dal
stories ever written. They play
in the school lunch room at tunity to urge all students at the
(Continued
Page
on
was written by Kaufman and Hart.
room.
College
meeting.
4.)
to attend the
(Continued on Page 4.)
Casey Hall.

The Mendel Club held its bi-

—

weekly meeting last Wednesday
evening at 8:30. A very short
business meeting was held dealing
with a treasury report and announcement of the speaker for the
next meeting.
Mr. Jim Cunningham was then
called to the floor and he related
some very interesting episodes he

3rdS.C. Student
Program Over

Northwest Association
Catholic Colleges
Will Meet At

KOL Today

—

—

—

—

KUMHERA
and KELLY
KOMMENT:

Music Apprciation
Course Will Include
Study Of Operas

Sorrento Swingsters
Call Next Fireside
"Jam Session" Cheer Chieftains

Delegates Chosen For
International Club's
Regional Conference

Tomorrow Night
At Garrigan

—

—

— —

—

—

—

—

—

...

...

—

—

...

Five Members Added
ToRanks Announces
PreMed. Honorary

—

—

—

—

—

—

Students Are Urged
To Patronize The
Aegis Advertisers

—

"

—

Former Broadway
Hit,Drama Guild's
Winter Production

—

Drama Guild Meeting
Monday At K.C. Hall

—

—
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Churchill Seeks

I dosed off last week's column
with a promise to investigate, informally, of course, the merit of
the Carnegie Foundation. Since
that issue went to bed Ihave found
time to take to my own bed with
a slight attack of "flu." Unfortunately, I was unable to collect
my notes and place them in such
a way as to shower the greatest
amount of —light on the subject with
the result- I'll "skip it" for now
and go on with a topic that I've
wanted to present your way ever
since I started my journalistic

Aid Of Neutrals
In Present War

On February 7, Ash Wednesday, the Hi-Yu Co-ly Club
will celebrate the first anniversary of the first Seattle ColThe headlines of the Sunday lege hike. Sincere souls, they, and innocent, little knowing
papers carried the notice that that 'twas in the winter of '29 that S.C. students first took
Britain asked the neutrals in Eur- part in group hike.
a
ope to join the war on the side of
At
six
o'clock on the morning of January 11, 1929, three
the allies. The invitation was issued by First Lord of the Ad- stalwart youths emerged from the main building of Seattle
miralty, Winston Churchill. As College (then located in a fine duplex house at 10th North
neutrals, Churchill included the
Balkans, Belgium, Holland, Swit- and Roanoke street.) The first one was called "Dated" bezerland, and the Scandinavian cause his father's name was Chase and his mother's, Sancountries as well as some other born. They Called the second one "Slicer" because he was
ramblings.
countries not mentioned by name.
There is no doubt in my mind Obviously the United States was always cutting classes. They called the third one Joe bethat the most beautiful part of referred to as a neutral not men- cause that was his name.
the Sacrament of Matrimony is tioned by name.
Overhead the sky was clear except for a few clouds, some
the procreation of children. But
Churchill accused the Germans stars, a crow, and two French airplanes chasing a German
that beauty can be turned into a and Russians of breaking all rules
horrible mess in the course of the of International Law in regard to dirigible. On the ground was eight or ten inches of snow,
years of training and rearing of warfare and their treatment of frozen hard. Realizing what a long and treacherous journey
the child.
neutrals. He charged Germany
H4y own experience in the field and Russia with imperialistic mo- was ahead ot them, "Dated" produced a bottle of tobasco
BIPBIIINIID POW NATIONAL ADVBBTIBINO BY
of child psychology has been fo- tives. He claimed that England sauce and all drank heartily. Thus fortified, they started to
Service,Inc.
NationalAdvertising
cused
in the athletic realm and France were carefully follow- trek. For three hours that little group mushed along.
CMUf PmiUtitn Rtprutntativ
— but solely
New- York. N. Y.
4SOMadison Avm.
due to the interest one can ing International Law in every re"
»««
r«»«ciieo
At 11 a. m. the three tired boys came to the thriving busi■MM boiioi lm HIIIII
easily develop in this field, you spect during the present war.
ness center of Broadway and Roy streets. Entering the Roy
""FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1940
No. 13 find yourself not alone on the
VOL. VIII
Britain Unworried
diamond or gridiron, but actually
Churchill gave a brief resume of Street Grocery, they asked of the mtinager:
in the home. Time or space here
"Would you give us five quarters for a dollar bill?"
the success of Britain in the presIt'llBe Good— As Usual
will not permit me to cite any ent war and claimed
"No," he replied, "but I'll give you four. And my name's
that
the
allies
that have arisen in my
— six
Anne McKinnon and Lou Sauvain are putting on cases
beyond a doubt
years of "tutoring" children but would win the war
not Bill."
without more serious effort than
a dance in your name tonight, and it is only right that it is enough to say, in general, that has
Grateful, though not satisfied, they pocketed the four
expanded so far in the
been
this matter of "Disagreeable Proto- conflict. The First Lord of the
regular
plea
fullest
cooperation
is received. The
coins and set off on the long journey back to Tenth and
your
plasmic Stimulation"should not be Admiralty
also gave encourage" Roanoke. Within
an hour of the goal, poor "Sheer" began
of a school paper just before a dance is to 'get out divorced from the art of correct- ment to the small neutrals by telling the early adolescent. I'm in ing- them not to
stagger
finally
and
he fell, frost-bitten and exhausted.
worry, even if to
on the dance floor and enjoy yourselves,' but The no position to doubt the sincerity
Germany and Russia were amass- Mindful of the necessity for carrying on, "Dated" and Joe
Spectator doesn't deem that necessary. Rather, we of the famed psychologist from the ing large armies along their re- picked the quarter from "Slicer's pocket, and then thoughtUniversity of Pennsylvania, Dr.
borders because Britain
would prefer to point out to all S. Cers. that the facil- Edwin Twitmyer, after his rigid spective
and France had everything pretty fully rolled him to the side of the path. Climbing the steps
of 20,000 cases. In well under
in front of the S.C. building, "Dated" and his tobasco sauce
ities for the Winter Wonderland affair are the tops examination
fact, I'm prone to agree with the ior navy control due to a superand
a
better
economic
suddenly slipped and rolled to the bottom of the steps.
for College dances, and that the band has gained for greater portion of his dogma.
position than either Germany or
Slowly Joe removed the two quarters and the tobasco sauce,
certainly is a pitiful sight to Russia.
I
itself a national ranking. We would rather merely seeIt parents
sit back and permit
Deviating then from this tone, drained the sauce from the bottle, kicked "Dated" out of the
show you that you'll have as nice a time as —you've their offspring to dictate their Churchill asked
this question, way and reclimbed the stairs. Inside the building he was
in a tone unbefitting their "What would happen if all these warmly greetedby
ever experienced if you go to a College danee with wants
the Dean. Falling to the floor he handed
lowly station. Today, little regard neutral nations Ihave mentioned,
—
a College crowd amid College surroundings.
is placed on the Fourth Command- and some others Ihave not men- the Dean four quarters and gasped:
"Here, Father, are the quarters. Now you can work the
tioned, were with one spontaneous
(Continued on Page 4.)
impulse to do their duty, in accord- gas-meter for 96 more hours."
Shades Of Orson Welles!
ance with the covenant of the
And that, friends, is the story of the first hike at Seattle
League of Nations, and were to
"And so, once again, ladies and gentlemen, we
College.
stand together with the British and
French empires against aggression
sign off for another week. We'll be back again next
and wrong?" Churchill also said
Friday at 3 :30 over KOL" With these sign-off words,
Jack Ryan
that they had no cause to doubt
(he
ultimate victory because they
in
its
program
your radio
ends another milestone
had the knowledge that their cause
existence. It has often been mentioned around Se- A few weeks ago we showed was morally right.
Scheubert
you what could happen if some of
International Law
attle College that what this school needed was a our
prominent advertising firms
Then the Chief Sailor asked,
radio program so that our school might be better got their slogans mixed up. Today what would happen to the small Books supplied through the courtesy of the
Guild Bookshop.
more,
we have scrambled up a few
neutrals if England and France
"Formerly the imagination created saints for its legends, today
known outside of its own narrow confines.
and here are the dire results:
got tired of fighting and made a
—
M. G. M. Studios— The ham what shameful peace? He inferred that it makes devils for its novels." St. Marc Girardin.
Well, Collegians, you have a radio program
am.
In his book "Lucifer At Large," C. John McCole makes use of
from such a peace Russia and Gerwhat are you going to do about it? Are you going to Hop Gold— Breakfast of champi- many
would not be stopped from the above quotation to sum up his impression of the current American
their imperialistic tendencies and novel. As he sees it, the philosophies, such as Naturalism and Freudlet six or eight of the students have all the fun that ons.
— Hasn't hence
'
Ohio Match Co.
the small countries would ism, which have invaded' our American life, are responsible for the
accompanies 'going on the air'; are you going to let scratched yet.
become vassal states.
sad condition of the novel today. He criticizes, and Ithink very reas—
six or eight students gain all the practical experience Gillette Razors Kind to your With so many contradictions in onably, such much-read and much-quoted novelists as Theodore Dreithroat.
one speech
'
wonder just how ser, Branch Cabell, Sherwood Anderson, Ernest Hemingway, William
while you sit back and listen? You have a marvelous Klaxon Horns — His Master's many people I
will still give that Faulkner and John Dos Passos for their definitely negative
attitude
credence. It is probable toward life. Their
— The speech
opportunity to find talent you never knew you had; voice.
characters are merely puppets forced to act as
Stearno (canned heat)
that a great number of people ig- they do
because of heredity, environment or chemical compulsion. For
noring reason will, through proall through a fifteen-minute weekly radio spot. The pause that refreshes.
them, life has no pattern and therefore no meaning.
WHEW!
sentiment,
agree with Mr.
programs are progressing very well, and with each Patron "I want my money back, British
Why read these novelists? Some, Branch Cabell, for example,
Churchill.
broadcast, you are losing valuable time that could be Isat behind a pole all during the Perhaps Germany and Russia are very powerful stylists but it is a style that adorns an empty
have broken InternationalLaw but house. Some are blessed with wit or humor, but again wit, humor,
.Maybe you can't performance."
spent in educational enjoyment
Theater Manager "Well he's at the same time Churchill ignored or a beautiful style alone cannot make great literature. Great literasing like Crosby: but you may be able to act like Orson got as much right in the house as the fact that Britain herself is ture has always been significant these writers find nothing sigyou have."
breaking International Law by de- nificant about life. As the author expresses it:
Welles. And maybe your voice cracks every time you
Historical Note
laying and confiscating the mail
"A fallen angel is a splendid thing; a fallen simian is not. The
he of the United States going to oth- one can topple
get nervous; you might have fine script-writing abil- When Columbus started out
from high heaven; the other, only from a tree. Let
didn't know where he was going, er neutral states. At the present men
and
women
of fiction fall to any depths, but let them fall as men
only
writing
a
word
comes
after
know
got
time,
maybe
ities. And
when he
there he didn't
too, Great Britain has been
was, and when he got formally charged by the United and women. For, as Isay, to fall very far, characters have to be
he
where
hard labor for you: how do you know you can't sing

_. . . .
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Reviews & Previews
By Margaret

... —

—

—
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back he didn't know where he'd States as a violator of Internation- human— and even somewhat divine. Otherwise, it is rather difficult

—
like a Bonny Baker

or at least like a Tony Martin? been; all this he did on borrowed al Law, specifically the Hague to think of them as having any place to fall from: to use the figure
which Mr. Galsworthy once applied to some of his own creatures, they
money.
Convention.
. All of which is merely a slight sales-talk in favor — Nowadays some papers would
Britain Imperialistic
seem to be characters who are only falling off the floor."
It would seem apparent to me
a New Dealer.
of our newest, and by far most promising activity. callWehim
have been requested to re- that anyone could see without difWe'd like to see all of you begin thinkink about the mind you of the following K. C. ficulty that the present war in
Europe isn't the holy war as
program, and we'd like to see some of you put those rules.
— Absolutely no smoking in the Churchill
implied by his statement
I—Absolutely1
that England and France have the
thoughts into tangible form, and rally 'round. The K. C. hall.
By Larry McDonell
Kindly stop throwing your | cause of moral right on their side.
2
are
men
women
who
College
and
group of Seattle
(Continued on Page 4)
Street "Seens": In a vacant
(Continued on Page 4)
smoking on side steps
and
now engaged in presenting the show need help
store window
this sign ad- so on.
dressed to an anonymous culprit
The deluge of pseudo wit that
help in all phases of the enterprise. The Spectator
"You dirty, tobacco-chewing, has engulfed the premises during
many
is
in
help
potential
believes that some of that
old outcast. Spit on your own win- the past few months has inadvertdows!"
ently washed up a few "goodies"
of you. There are no papers to sign; no box-tops to
By TREBOR ENIVRI
On Pike street at four-thirty
among these were the gags
concerned
many
students
send in; just see one of the
three high school girls passing di" about:
by a certain prof if she thought Juliet rectly in front of a sidewalk photoAn orange in the bird's nest
with the program, and you may be very sure that you Kay Leonard being asked
Why is it that with every triangle grapher three times within five "look at the orange marmalade."
might be classified as a Penguin
will be given a fair trial at whatever phase you wish. formed, nt least one member lives at the Sorrento Terryble isn't it? minutes thereby proving the ever- Whay can't Cab Calloway's mopresent vanity of the sex
In- ther water the lawn?
"Cause
Everyone trying to look their best at the recent Spectator party cidentally,
Many of the 'big names' in radio today have had
picture-taker didn't Cab 'hi-de-ho's'." What the dwarf
the
being snapped
Who's
this
Sadie
Hawkins
we
pictures
while
were
break down and "snap" the girls. said to the undertaker
humble beginnings, and there can be no argument heard about? Ask little Abner from the Chem lab
"GimMary Morgan
A fur-clad matron, searching her me a short bier."
working
An exCollege student (now purse for a streetcar token, drops
returning to school and the book store
presented that some of the students who are
on our program may not be laying the foundation for attending St. Martin's) saying that the College won't have a chance a penny. She hesitates, looks down, Seattle College Blurps: S.C, boy
when the Martin boys meet them for their annual game
Iwonder glances at the grinning by-stand- asks for "a cup of coffle and a
a life's career in the fastest-growing profession in the if they heard the story of the rabbit and the turtle. At- any rate W* ers, shrugs her shoulders and picks waffie.'
up the coin. A small boy, so far
Co-ed wonders if (Chemistry
world. A good friend of ours, a radio announcer at won't be a push-over Many of the fair sex envying Marion Treiber
looking expectant, seems so disap- students note) "ionic equilibrium'
doing
of
her
choice
at
the
"Turnabout"
Maxunna
Keene
a
because
one of Seattle's stations, once told us that the unique swell job with the organ on the last radio program
means
how long do Greek
Joan Sullivan pointed.
♥ *
columns last.
to one of
("Mother
sick,
know")
place
everyone,
you
was
patting nut a lame excuse
for
thing about radio is that there is a
Impressions of college life: S.C. boy says to ditto, "Who are
John Deignan being chased by Tacoma bill
many followers
crowdedcorridors
hurried "hel- you going to take to the Tolo?"
no matter how different their abilities: writing, act- lier
irony:
A bit of
two students los"
collectors. (New Year's, you know.)
taking steps two at a time And with that we leave you.
advertising,
salesmanship, all at the College are very dose friends. They both wanted to take the to make the next class
inn public speaking,
notices
t'-^rp \,,;^e|v senarated human abilities find a lucra- HUM ilate to the Winter Informal. Not wanting to deprive the other on the bulletin board for coming
Eat at the K. C. Lunchroom.
fellow of a good time, each of them stepped out of the picture in order dances
loafing in K.C. uphol—
*";■
o.ti-t jn the profession of radio. Why not give to let his friend go ahead. Result: A certain someone finds it rather tereds
Conies 12 o'clock comes food
cramming for quizzes
pencil sharpening in library at the Casey Lunchroom.
chilly.
it a tuo?
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Chieftain Chatter
By Bud Staake

Ranger Tilt
Swimming

* On The Spot
9

*
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On The Dot
Also On The Spot

BUD STAAKE

TID-BITS
By Beasley

Intramurals
Beasley

Editor

Young
Stuff

...

Chieftans

Meet Rangers

Lacey Sends
Open Letter To

for

Isuppose the Prep-ODea game

ON THE SPOT
will be covered amply in another
part
of the sport sheet. Yet Ican't
question
Martin's?"
This
"Can Seattle College beat St.
resist spilling a bit of ink ament
every
angle
past
for the
two weeks
Are
has been shot at me from
the same. Here at the College we
Swim, Fun, Credits
have just about an equal number
by interested parties. Ever since the date for the St.
In Garrigan
of alumni from both schools. All
See Mentor or
Martin's game was clinched the student body has been
are rabid supporters of the Alma
game.
important
slowly becoming more conscious of this all
It is a decided underdog Seattle Mater. The membersof the faculty
Bulletin
College Chieftain that faces the who yet take congnizance of such
The fact that the varsity has been pointing for this game
St. Martin's Rangers Saturday ephemeralities as basketball, resince the first turnout, may have something to do about it,
Now is the time for all the Jack evening, the 27th, at 8:00 p. m., tain an admirable spirit of imparMedicas, Johnny Weismullers, and at Garrigan gym. Boasting one of tiality.
Idon't know. The boys have really been plugging.
All of which helps to
Elinore Holms to make their ap- the most powerful aggregations to remind us that its only a game
Well, boys and girls, I'll tell you. According to sensible
is a letter from Lacey and pearances and show their ability ever come out of Lacey, the Rang- after all.
figures, the Men in Maroon are definitely the underdogs. weHere
give it to you hot off the at water sports. The College is ers will roll into Seattle Saturday
For the first time in history the
In other words, WE ARE ON THE SPOT. St. Martin's has wire. The Editor.
starting something new in offer- night with the hope of steam rollPrep
Quint was conceded an easy
Laceymen
put
have
out Dear Sir,
ing a swimming class to the Col- ing over the Chiefs to avenge last
one of the most powerful teams the
victory. Let them make the most
of
nothing
short
to
Fathlege
According
letter
is
students.
This
year's defeat.
in years, while the College has one of its weakest. The
of it for with it, Isurmise the
a challenge. We have a basket- er Logan, this class is open to
balance of power returns to the
Teams Closely Matched
Rangers sport a tall, fast and well conditioned squad that ball team down here whk-h has men and women students alike and
The Prep team is a senior
plays fast and high-scoring ball. The Chieftains can pro- a collective weight" of Vz a ton. is to be held Monday, Wednesday, With two forwards who each Irish.
outfit, the Irish a soph. Joe Budten
average
an
of
over
play
possess
much
to
Friday
very
would like
and
at the Y. M. C. A. and
duce only four men over six feet and one of these is a re- We
points per game and a tight-check- nick is busy teaching fundamentals
your heaviest intramural club,
C. A. respectively.
to the Frosh and Soph teams at
serve. They have not time to snap into tip-top condition preferably Jim McNamee's quintet, Y.IfW.the
students desire a credit ing back line, the Rangers appear
Joe teaches basbecause of the late start of the initial turnouts. We are a at the Chieftain Ranger tussle on from the class they must be in at- very potent opponents for the lo- ODea and
— itwhen
taught. The
stays
ketball
Chiefcasaba
basketeers.
The
Well,kids,
there January 27th in Seattle.
tendance these three days from cal
month behind theMartians in that respect.
the presexample
is,
probably,
best
start,
by several 1:30 to 3 which is as long as the tains, who got a late season
are the cold, cruel facts; but opposed to these figures is one Our team is known Olympia
ent Prep outfit of which Joe was
and
believe
gaining
power
ure
fast
—
class lasts. This is a part of the
in and around
mentor three years ago.
thing spirit. No team is ahead of the College squad in this names
and others have physical education program pro- they have gained enough momensome are nice
highly
up
set their
favored Said one of the spectators at the
department. This Ibelieve offsets a lot of those damning an odor which is indescribable in gram conducted at the College, and tum to
S. C. Frosh-O'Dea game, "That's
rivals.
However,
we do like is what might be termed an innofigures, although no one should be so silly as to believe that mixed circles.
that
Logan
Coach
Ed
announced
thebest player on the floor," as he
the Darkj vation, in so far as this sport has
call ourselves
spirit alone can make a team. A little talent does come in to
juggle his lineups until pointed to a black-headed Collegian
he
would
at
taught
for
credit
the
Angels, the Five Quasimodos
never been
handy. Your team has quite a little talent plus the psycho- the Ugly Upperclasscnen best of College. Those not desiring to the last minute, if possible, to find (guard) who was intercepting
best combination. So thus far passes all over the floor. Dave
logically important spirit. Add this up and you have got all.
earn the credit may swim for recre- thestarting
team has been selected. Dunton earned the plaudits of
no
to
Pos.
Wt.
the
hours
of
1:30
ationbetween
the fightn'est gang of ball players as you have ever seen hit Name
friend and foe during that game.
Selected
Positions
275 3 p. m.
jTiny Schauman Forward
question
defnight
will
answer
the
maples.
Tomorrow
positions
already
the
are
cer- Hats off to the girls from St.
Forward
212 This statement could be consid- Three
Nig Jundel
initely, Yes or No. Come down to Garrigan Gym and watch Tom Keefe
Center
170 ered as a challenge to the men and tain, however, but four men are Teresa! Whenever our teams com210 women students of the College, a figting it out for the other two pete in basketball you will find
the fireworks. This much Ican promise you without a Zeeke Perkins Guard
225 challenge that can only be ans- spots. Waite at center and Ryan a fair represenation from St. T.
Robinson
Guard
I
Tom
second's thought, there willbe "pullenty" of fireworks.
and Dunton at guards are the sure

Rangers

Sign
Board

Favored

Dash

Seattle College
—

—

—

—

ON THE DOT

1

—

Negotiations are now under way
to bring the St. Martin's Pep Band
to the game with the team
This band is noted for its rugged
individualists
Led by Jimmie

...

...

wered by a good attendance at the
classes.

In case you are still wondering, the Hiyu Cole, official
names on the notice placed at the
Seattle College Hiking Club, gets its name from the old
also leads the music bulletin board.
Indian words meaning, "Walk-um-on-feet," or translated, Hendriks whoSaturday
nights at
venders on
It is rum- Dirty
"Shoot-the-foot-powder-to-me-Dominic-boy!"
Eddie's
taxes, is that Yours Truly and
ored that the male members of the organization are the least The Student Body also has a his brother Joe "Junior" McNamee
on second thought, it's no rumor plan to ship 100 rooters to the (known to his intimates as Baractive after each hike
frame just to make sure that the rel) will start, because I'm CapPr. McGoldrick is still trying to transcribe last week's Rangers
are treated right on the tain and blood is thicker than
Jackie Hunt, the boy with maple by the refs et al. Please water, etc. Although Tom Donohoe
column into the King's English
prison pallor from the ears up, will probably be tearing to start some action in behalf of (Big Ed's older brother) is my
this proposed game to add color newly acquired ace, threatened to
the courts with a team of his own in the new Intramural to
the night's proceedings.
commit mayhem if by some quirk
this new intramural league will be formed by
League
Yours sincerely,
of fate he was not included in the
more evenly matched teams, so my Ogpu tells me.
The Ugly Upperclassmen. initial lineup. He and Joe, Junior,
Representative are vicing for the honor of being
Ed Donohoe, Press
♥ * *
ALSO ON THE SPOT
the biggest and toughest member
Don't tell Mr. Atherton, but my spies tell me that he is In answering the challenge, Jim on the squad. Consequently, Tommies wish is my command. To
going to have one sweet job purging the Pacific Coast Con- McNamee says:
By Jim McNamee
add a great deal of color to our
colleges
of
the
various
If
he
believes
that
coaches
ference.
So Monsieur Ed "Scoop" Dono- team, those two erstwhile baskand universities in theP.C.C. are going to let the all-star prep hoe, the stalwart press representa- eteers, James Michael Hunt and
material be shipped back east without putting up a battle tive for St. Martin's College, has Henry Ferdinand Seijas will b c
challenged me and my Eligible the staurting guards. They informit is my private opinion that he is sadly mistaken. And that Bachelors to do his Ugly Upper- ed
me that Iwould have to fight
is what is more than likely to happen. Big time college foot- classmen battle on the maple the two of them at once if Idid
ball scours the whole country in search of players and the boards of Garrigan gym as a pre- not start them. In order to assure
feature
number of
— of the annual Se- ourselves of a goodly
Pacific Coast is anything but off-limits. The more desire- liminary
attle College St. Martin tussle. feminine rooters I
have three handusually
open
are
to
high
prep
players
school
and
able
After discussing the matter with some boys sitting on the bench in
propositions, and thebest proposition usually gets the player. the various members of my team, the Personages of John Greenwood
we have decidedto accept the game Hunt, Louis Sauvain arid Larry
To keep the Pacific Coast clean of "subsidizing" players is as
a tune-up before our clash with
They are really A-l
Mr. Atherton's job and he can have it. Give me something the Y. W. C. A. To date we are McDonnel.
performers but I
can't place them
easy like fighting the Finnish "ghost patrols" single handed seeking our first victory. We fared because of my aforementioned prerather badly in the Intramural carious predicament. However,they
or any other soft touch.
bitterly

.. .
....

...

...

.. .

...

...

. ..

League and lost several
fought games by slim margins
most memorable of which was our
75-15 battle against Katica's Krazy

Dinner Is AwardFor Man of the Week Kats. Oh, well, I've often stated
that Ijust want to build character
Victorious Team Of Anne McKinnon, popular student and
see my boys turn out to be
place of useful citizens.
the
S.C,
given
at
has
been
Intramural
Tilt
The
The procedure for choosing a
honor for this week. Anne is maLast Monday, the first publication of the teams and players of
the new series in Intramural Basketball appeared on the bulletin
board- Already the league is off
to whatlooks to be, a mighty good
start with three "knock down and
drag out" games played to date.
Famous Names
Lest some uninformed sports
page fan become startled by flaring heads such as "Dartmouth
Princeton" or "Harvard Whips
Yale," we advise that the four
teams have been named Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, and Dartmouth respectively.
Jim Hunt, Hank Seijas, Joe Merrick, Norb Knecht, Joe McNamee
and Jack Hunt will be hitting the
hoop for Yale. John Fugiwara,
John Strickland, Martin Armstrong, Hank Tamborini, Ron
Clynch, Jack Dempsey, Joe Trudelle and John Deignan compose
the ranks of Harvard. Dartmouth
has Jack Cannon, Pat O'Reagan,
Nace Shamrock, Mike Cendanis,
Bill Stapleton, Dave Read, and Al
Burke to unhold it's honor. Bob
Masenga, Bob Borrows, Alan
Boyle. Larry Lackie, Dick Ross,
Dick Walsh and Joe Deiirnan will
be sharpshooting bor Princeton.
Games to be Prompt
The j?ames willbe called promptly at 2:20 and will end approximately at 3 o'clock. In the absence
of 5 players, a borrowed player
may be used only with the consent
of the rival captain. Not more

starting five is quite interesting.
joring in mathematics, a course
One thing, as certain as death and

which necessitates a brilliant mind
and clear thinking.
In spite of her difficult studies,
she is prominent in other school
activities. Whenever an efficient
chairman is needed for a school
function one immediately thinks of
Barber Shop
her. She has shown her ability in
this field on many different occaBeauty
sions, of which the Tolo last year
and the coming Winter Informal ;; Appointment
are outstanding examples.
: By Telephone
ELiot 1004 j
Her ability is not only shown in
social functions, but also in the
more intellectual extra-curricular
activities of the college. Conspicuous amongst these is her interest
in the Gavel Club, senior debating
society at S.C. Anne and her partner, Ellen McHugh, won the InterRoom and Board
collegiate Debate Tournament held ►
at Puget Sound College a few
Or
weeks ago|
It is a decided point in her favor
Board Only
that she is as popular with the ►
girls as with the boys. To prove
SHOWERS AND BATH A
this, is the fact that she was
elected Girls' Club President for ►
4
1120 Broadway
this year.
Anne has also been appointed
circulation manager on the Aegis
staff.
NORM KOItKOW Presents

||

TEN--O--FOUR
MADISON

|

and
Parlor

[Marne Hotel]

*

T

than one borrowed player may be
used for any one game.
A dinner will be awarded the
winning team.

SWING
—

Forum Records Radio
Coach Logan will need little in
the way of a fight talk for the Program For Meeting
up. The

Chiefs are always pepped
added honor of possession of the Meeting for the second time,
Italian Club Trophy is another members of the new Seattle Colstimulant to the desire for winning lege Forum heard a recording of
for both of these clubs.
the first College radio program.
Former College Star
Following the recording, Mr.
Another point of interest for this Paul Volpe, Moderator of the Club,
game is the rivalry of Tom Ryan, announced that members will b c
star guard of the Chiefs and John given an opportunity to have a
Katica, high scoring St. Martin recording of their own voices. Mr.
forward.. Katica attended Seattle Volpe also brought up the fact
College last year and he, and Tom that officers will be elected at
were inseparable friends.This year, the meeting next Tuesday.
however, John transferred to Lacey
The question for the forum was;
where he is their high scorer. So, Resolved
The United States
it is up to Ryan to check Katica Should Give Direct Aid to FFir
if the Collegians expect to upset land, and was presented in the afthe Rangers.
firmative by Ed Waite and by Jean
The Chiefs' best chance for a Pressentine in the negative. Folwin is to build up a lead in the lowing the first speeches by these
early part of the game and then two, the question was open to the
try and holdit. They have dropped members. An interesting session
three practice games this year was had as those present aired
their views on the subject.
(Continued on Page 4.)

—

BKs*'

are certain to exchange positions
with "Ace" Donohoe and Mike
Hunt when they drop from sheer
exhaustion after the first two minutes of play.
Each of the starters tip the
scales at better than 200 pounds,
therefore, it won't be too difficult to equal Ed Donohoe's % ton
quintet. Imay have been a little
unscruplous in that every man was
weighed sopping wet with a large
brick in each hand. In fact we
weighed everything including their

'

'''

\

A

Aw

opinions.

The attitude taken toward our

forthcoming game can be summed
up in "Fredy" Seijas fighting
1

statement: "We'll moider dem

clowns."
The game starts at 7:00 p. m.,
and the starting lineup is as fol-

lows:
Tom Donohoe
Jim McNamee
Joe McNamee
Mike Hunt
Fredy Seijas

Forward

Forward

Center
Guard
Guard

253
217
262
210
201

4

I

starters. Harris, Roble, Hendry,
for

interested are advised and Sudmeir are fightingit out
. . . toAllseethose
Fr. Logan or sign their the forward positions.

SAM'S FLOWER
SHOP
"Best in Corsages"
714 PIKE ST.

... METROPOLITAN THEATRE

CONCERT
—
—

Palmer Johnson Sextet
Gay Jones Orchestra
Tickets Sherman-Clay, Metropolitan
Sunday, Feb. 4, 3 P.M. 87c, 69c. 58c, 37c

good to get where it i->...
the drink that people the
world over enjoy...winter
...summer...every day in
the year. Its clean, exhilarating taste brings a happy
after-senseof complete refreshment that everybody
welcomes.
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THE PAUSE THAT RE F*>
Boliled under

authorityofThe Coca-Cola Co. by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Seattle, Wash.
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TH E SPECTATOR
CONSTITUTION of ASSOCIATED with the preparation of business
STUDENTS OF SEATTLE for action at the following AssoCOLLEGE ciation meeting. The Board shall
We, the students of Seattle College, in order to provide an organization for the control of matters
of general student concern, do ordain and establish the following
constitution and by-lawa.
ARTICLE I.

secure any necessary

KUMHERA

information concerning the business in question.
Confirmation of presidential appointments shall form a part of
the Board's report.
Section 9. A body to be known
Membership
as the Judicial Board shall be comSection 1. The name of this or- posed of three members: one junganization shall be the Associated ior, one senior, and one sophomore.
Each shall be chosen during his
Students of Seattle College.
Section 2. All undergraduate stu- sophomore year for a period of a

Ferdinand Frolics
Campus
On College
. ..

THE STUDENT
OBSERVER

and KELLY

and useful

Komment:

—

(Continued from Page 2)

Ranch near Colville, Washington.
The bull, who has one more rib
for-peace to the Pope. Then no Churchill accused Germany and!
than ordinary cattle, and more
with
no
being
you!
early
arriving
Russia
of
nations
Sez
For
the
argument.
more trouble or
—
in proportion to his height
Exactly a year ago Ash Wed- integrity and yet Ihave not been students at the College were meatweight,
—
and
is supplied with very
nesday approximately thirty S. able to find a great deal of inshaken out of their usual superior heavy shoes to support his weight
tegrity
history
any
in
event
in
the
I
they
give
would
I
thought
C.ers
that
dispositions by the sight of in traveling. Moreover, the Catalo
a new idea a try They hiked \ of Great Britain— certainly noneI calm
reasoning
even a covered wagon (from the picture is valuable for breeding, as it is
along the beach from LincolnPark in Mr. Churchill's
sterile, though thatis the usual
dents of Seattle College, in resi- three-year term. (For the initial to Three Tree Point. The idea if there was a might in parts of of the same name) and a buffalo not
one
result
of cross-breeding two spebody,
of
this
establishing
completed
their
imspeech.
his
Remember
the
long
they
clicked and before
dence, who have
(you know, the thing that was on cies.
and
one
carrying
junior,
and
are
one
Britsophomore,
perialistic
attitude of Great
registration,
themselves charter members
This found most universally popular ain after the Great War and how the nickel before the Democrats The Catalo weighs ZivZ pounds,
selected.
work to the equivalent of six col- senior shall bebrackets,
of the
beshall
they acquired a million square brought in Jefferson) in the vacant and pulls a covered wagon weighlege hours, shall be ipso facto clause, between
club at S.C.
come obsolete immediately following 2100 pounds at a speed of
members of this Association.
Many other feet have taken up miles of new territories?
lot out behind the College.
the
great
The
contradiction
of
about
2V4 miles per hour, covering
Section 3. No person who is not ing establishment of the Judicial
chant
"tramp
tramp
of
Upon further inquiry, it turned
of the
about fifteen miles a day
an active member of this Associa- Board at the commencementpositramps." Many miles have speech with this,, the big admiral
out that this was the real McCoy* make an arithmetic problem out
tion shall be permitted to become a the fall quarter, 1937). The
been — covered
on mountain claimed the Allies would win and
those
by
rankorganizations
shall
be
filled
uphold
right
any
student
the cause of
I for the covered wagon, and the of that if you can. Idare you!
member of
trails— cement highways country! would
Interspersed with facts on the
tion or to take part in any stu- ing highest in an examinationcov- roads sandy beaches !
Many and then he asks what would hap-! "Catalo" drawing it, had just finand bydent activity under the control of ering this constitution
hot dogs have been
consumed pen if the Allies formed a mean ished a transcontinental tour cover- Catalo, Mr. Wilson remarked that
—
laws.
the Association.
many arches fallen but the club peace, thus giving up the cause ing twenty-two states and 9000 he did not hold colleges in a very
Board shall require
The
Judicial
right as they have defined it miles.
high regard, for it has been his
to grow and grow.
continues
ARTICLE II
— Con- of
all officers to comply with this
and contradicting their already exThe "Catalo" is a cross between experience that college students are
Section 1. The officers of this constitution and by-laws and shall gratulations Father Logan we're pressed aims. If they can win
a Buffalo or bison, and a Holstein- Very thoughtless and discourteous.
Association shall be a president, decide all questions arising from all with youll
handily now why should the neu- Shorthorn cow. Leland C. Wilson,
outstanding
laugh
Then, with a last few disparagattractreasurer
The
secretary,
vice-president,
this constitution and by-laws. It
join in the conflict?
lanky, quiet-voiced exhibitor said ing remarks on college mentality
and sergeant-at-arms, all of whom may instigate proceedings by it- tion of the hike last Sunday was trals
that the purpose of the tour is Wilson led his little caravan of
shall be chosen from among the un- self or on the complaint of others. the process of initiation.
purely
educational, showing the su- one wagon onto the unbeaten path,
Mary
your
Florida
Perri
and
Alice
Eat
lunch
with
classmates
dergraduates.
Its decisions shall be considered as
Section 2. The president shall final and binding on the Associa- Geyer accompanied by a telephone in the school Cafeteria in Casey periority of this new breed which eleventh avenue, heading for the
is being raised on Grand View wilds of Bellingham.
preside at all meetings of the As- tion. The Board shall elect a book, entertained by singing Hall.
sociation and shall be an ex-officio chairman from among its mem- names, addresses and telephone
member of all temporary, special bers, who shall present the deci- numbers to the tune of "Yankee
committees. He shall perform the sions of the Board and shall be re- Doodle."
Bill Robinson and Al Webb, on
usual duties pertaining to his of- sponsible for a record of
the
See BARBARA STANWYCK and i§
opposite ends of a small but sturdy
fice and shall be the official repre- Board's actions.
«ARBARA STANWYCK
MtEDM.cMURRAYin Paramount'J
bench, with folded newspapers,
sentative of the Association.
an
elective
holding
No person
current hit REMEMBER THE
.tg
He shall make all appointments office in the Association is eligible carried on a battle that ended with
NIGHT
and remember
with the approval of the Advisory for membership on this Board and the papers going to pieces, the
thatChesterfieldgives you REAL
boys going to pieces, the audience
Board, to chairmanships and other
eligible
Board
is
the
no member of
MILDNESSand BETTER TASTE.
Rf*&F
splitting, and the bench yes the
such policy determining positions to run for an elective office.
a
bench,
forcibly
giving
with
of all special activities under the
way
(Continued Next Week.)
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;
p^"
resounding crash. Nice quite little
.:-.-.',^HI - .
control of the Association for
■'■'■■■■;; ■■■
party.
which no other method of filling
'
'
ftjfe&SsliK K&'
»Wi^M
sjJ&Str^
:/■ -'^AfllH
9k:"-' ' -y:■'"■■■■■x'these positions is provided in this
But it is the unanimous opinion
that the real laugh of the day was
constitution or by-laws.
If the Advisory Board fails to
the episode in which B. J. Dunham I
and Alberta Greive, both blind- j
accept three successive appointfolded, attempted to feed each
ments for a given position, the
other blackberry jam. Fortunately
president may take the appointment directly to the Association
or otherwise, it is one of those
and if here his candidate is apthree cornered debate with things that must be seen to be
A
proved by a two-thirds vote of the University of Washington and really enjoyed. B. J. and Alberta
those voting, that appointment St. Thomas' College in Minnesota don't know what they missed!
♥ ♥ ♥
shall stand, notwithstanding any to be held February 8 leads the
Anti-third-termershave as their
objections of the Advisory Board Gavel club's debate schedule. Col"' ■■.■.:■■.,■.■
'
:'-' '"'''-''■'" '' ' ''■■'■■■■■■■'■■■■■
'■■■/
to the contrary.
"'-' '^SI^mhS^'-'-'-"'"-': ' ■'■■■'■■■■■■' :
'''^mI^I
I^Hk
lege debators will be present at favorite argument— tradition.
In such instances as the nature the inter-collegiate debate tourna- Tration is a useless word in poliof the business to be transacted by
tical circles. After all there is no
at McMinnville, Oregon, Febkeeping a tradition unlesa
the committee in question is other ment
ruary 22 to 24. A debate is to be use in
than the formulation of plans for
it
is
for
the general good.
Puget
of
College
held with the
a social function, the president may Sound on March 18, besides one
And it must be broken when the
appoint the entire committee and
general good requires it. Tradwith Seattle Pacific College.
such action will not need approval
ition
is just a name that is applied
College
have
Debators from the
principle
"
of the Advisory Board to become
to
a
which has been found
not yet been chosen for the St. useful
effective.
if^tefii iv'i iv i
Bora
for a long time. When its
meet.
College
Thomas'
A candidate for the presidency
usefulness has terminatedit ought
must be a male student with 110
to be thrown out.*
♥
♥
college credits at the commence- RANGERS FAVORED
ment of the quarter in which the
(Continued from Page 3.)
See you at intermission!
regular annual election is held, and
shall have the intention of gradu- after being ahead until the last
ating the following spring. He few minutes of the game. What
must have been an active member they need is a leader to cool them
of the Association for at least one down when they start to blow up
(Continued from Page 2)
full scholastic year preceding such but so far none of the starting five
—
has been able to assume this role.
election.
ment of God perhaps, if "papa
Section 2. The vice-president Another Game Scheduled Soon
shall assume the duties of the
It has also been announced that and "mama" would stop praising
president during the temporary more than one game will be play- their "adorable" to the high heaed if St. Martin's can find a spot vens and create a little sound reaabsence of that officer.
soning with the aid of the "rod"
to
shall
be
position
open
The
in their schedule later in the seasthe results of our youth would be
to
Chiefs,
however,
plan
members of all classes.
on. The
Section 4. The secretary shall take this first one and have po- somewhat startling.
Today, one walks into a homeand
keep records of all proceeding of session of the trophy in case the
greeted by an inflatedCocomalt
is
and
Advisory
arranged.
the Association
second game can't be
idol by the name of "Jack ArmBoard and shall be custodian of
strong." At least they think they
all records belonging to the AssoCHEER CHIEFTAINS are of the opinion they qualify
ciation, and shall perform such
(Continued from Page 1.)
for the "All American Boy" honother duties as usually pertain to
In reality, you are looking
ors.
the office of secretary.
body
Dust off your student
card
The position shall be open to and use it for free admission.Bring down on a being spoiled by parents
afraid to do their duty. Of course,
members of all classes.
a good pair of lungs.' It's up to Idon't uphold the doctrine
of "slug
Section 5. The treasurer shall you to show you want a team.
afterwards,"
first
and
talk
but I
have charge of all money raised by
In closing, we pledge our patriotspecial authorization of the Asso- ism and we promise that we will do think that if little Teddy or
Tommy were made to understand
ciation. He shall be ready to give be at the game in full ranks.
that they Must Obey or Be Puna treasurer's report to the AssociTo a school with plenty of zip! ished the change would be most
ation at all times.
KNIGHTS
OP
THE
gratifying to all those that contact
The position shall be open to|
THE WIGWAM the child.
members of all classes.
Section 6. The sergeant-at-arms
It isn't the responsibility of
CONFIDENTIALLY
shall preserve order at all meetteachers or coaches to protect
children from immoralliterature or
ings of the Association and Advis(Continued from Page 2.)
ory Board.
movies that depict scenes not just
The position shall be open to cigarette butts on the floor, put a trifle risque. That duty also falls
members of all classes.
them in— the fireplace.
on "ma" and "pa." But a goodly
Section 7. A body to be known
Notes Being loyal Bellarmine portion of modern parents leave
as the Advisory Board shall con- supporters we didn't enjoy the that up to Mr. Somebody to do.
sist of the vice-president, secreta- Prep game very much, but the an- Is it done justly ? Ihardly think
ry, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, a tics of Prep's jitterbug cheer lead- so!
moderator appointed by the presi- er is worth the price of admission
Iclosing this treatise I might
—
dent of the College, and three rep- any day. Quite a few Logic stu- say that if we are to bring up our
resentatives from the senior class, dents got 100% in a recent test modern children in a Christ-like
three representatives from the jun- but we don't envy them, that's an manner we have no alternative
—
ior class, and three representatives
rut to get into getting other than to model
— the awful
— the home after
from the sophomore class,
everything right.
that of Nazareth where one finds
representatives to be elected by
Last week we told you about conformity in the union of Jesus,
the Association for the period of the wisecracker that was about to Mary, and Joseph.
one year. The Board shall elect a be hanged so today we'll continue
Along with the Carnegie copy
chairman from among its mem- it. After the trap was sprung and I'm going to let you in on a letter
bers.
he was hanging by the rope, he from our European friend and forgives
that's not all...
Section 8. It shall be the duty blurted out his last joke, "This mer Latin Prof, here at S.C. All
of the Advisory Board to take suspense is killing me."
you
a FAR COOLER smoke. No wonder new
this comes to those who wait! The
charge of all elections and in gendate next Friday!
smokers, and those who have
eral to consider the welfare of the
CATHOLIC
students of the College and to
years,pass the wordalong
enjoyed them
MAiii 2871
We Deliver
bring all questions before the stuNursing
Home
they
really
Satisfy.
dents when it shall seem advisable.
Itshall meet at least once previous
PETSCHL'S
Near Church
to each meeting of the Association
VE. 4296
Annetta Austin
Quality Meats
for the preparation of business, at
(Continued from Page 1.)
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Both Barrels

want and look for in a cigarette, are
yours only in Chesterfield's right

.

combination of the best cigarette
tobaccos that money can buy.
And
Chesterfield

—

Chesterfield

.

.

which time all lobbyists shall be [
allowed to present matters before
the Eoard. All proposals and requests, including appropriations,
Breakfast Lunches Dinner
here presented, shall in turn be
presented by the chairman at the
P. J. Gallagher
following Association meeting.
EA. 2280
The Board shall make no recom- 1118 12th Ave.
mendations but shall concern itself | ;

—

—

PAT'S BARBECUE

We Specialize in
Institutions
and Restaurants
1923 Third Avenue

for

Q.lesterfield

Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette
The
Copyright
sc
Tobacco Co.
liMo,Liggett

Myers

